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Intimidated 

 

Her dark skin made seeing her difficult, but seeing her made those mornings exhilarating. 

Her summer haircut shocked me, for I never thought the flow of yesterday’s length was so 

negotiable. She wasn’t sporting it uncomfortably, so it had to be a seasonal restyle. Style 

describes her best. She pulled her Jaguar into that high-rising parking deck twinned by her higher 

rising office building. Our nearly perfect timing allowed me to see her at least three mornings of 

our week’s commute. I was sure she spent 10-14 hours per day in her office, so I missed her in 

the evenings. I really didn’t want to see her in the evenings. I had nothing significant to say to 

her, but even if I thought I did, I was sure she would not want to listen. I headed for the house 

after my eight-hour shift.  

Being a little less educated, my inbound commute ended at the not-so-high-rise office 

building downtown where I supported the director of the department (a middle-aged woman). 

She liked having a man as her Administrative Assistant and frequently started inquiring 

conversations on “the Black experience.” I often overdressed with the shirt, the tie, and the sport 

coat – trying to keep everyone in suspense about my profession. This AA title impressed the 

fellows who still wore the blue uniforms that I traded in not too long ago.  

I thought about her throughout the day. I knew she was watching me watch her, and in 

my mind, she even anticipated my hungry stare. Although I had been known to romance the 

sisters with serendipitous creativity, I could not approach this one. I asked inwardly, “How could 

I ever be with one as beautiful, successful and professional as she?” “Will our friends interpret 

her success as an indication of my failures and/or shortcomings?” “What can I do for her that she 

couldn’t do for herself?” “Just who will call the shots? She’d be the major breadwinner!” I felt 

safe knowing that the threat of complete exposure was obscure since there would never be an 



actual tête-à-tête. We’ll just nurture the “who-are-you” suspense as we play with each other from 

a distance (better known as “perpetration”).  

This story does not apply to all men, but there are some who have separated themselves 

to do their navel-gazing instead of asking women what their expectations are. This distinct divide 

between men and women has been unattended long enough. We men have drifted so far away 

that we cannot see productive women as potential friends or mates. For men to grow out of our 

paralyzing demise requires that we find out the facts about why women are where they are, 

accept and respect women where they are, and become willing to change after self examination.  

Many men have tough times establishing themselves today in our society based on a 

blueprint drawn over thirty years ago where the fundamental objective was to become the major 

breadwinners for the future family. This partly explains why men dominated the college campus 

population in those years. Today, women make up 56 percent of the college population, and that 

number continues to rise. Now, the number that I’ve mentioned is an overall statistic. The 

numbers are quite different in the Black community. For example, at Jackson State University 

(Fall 2000), 62.2 percent of the population was women. At the University of California Berkeley 

(Fall 2001), 61.1 percent of the Black undergraduate population was women. Similarly, at the 

University of California Los Angeles (Fall 2001), 62.3 percent were women. More recently, at 

Clark Atlanta University (Fall 2002), 71 percent were women.  

Face it brothers, the numbers are showing that sisters are achieving in one area while we 

have opted to achieve in another. There is nothing wrong with this, but are we really opting to 

achieve? Is there something wrong with the “major breadwinner” theory? Before the word gets 

out that there’s another “hater” writer looking for his chance on the Oprah Winfrey show, let me 

say that during segregation (a long time ago), Black men were not motivated to go to college as 



we were excluded from many “college-required” jobs. We found work that provided the salaries 

needed to support our families. Women had opportunity to matriculate in preparation for the 

teaching jobs available in Black schools. Our psyche remained intact being that teaching school 

was far from corporate America.  

Corporate America has a lot to offer, and sisters have stayed in school capitalizing on the 

opportunities. Our egos may have been bruised, but our excuses are still unacceptable. It is 

imperative that we [Black men] commit to defining and developing ourselves. It is clear that 

what exists in front of our eyes is not as important as what exists behind our eyes. Until our 

minds develop, standing intimidated on the periphery will be the norm. Remember, we would 

stand around the dance floor dressed to impress – boys on one side, girls on the other. Those girls 

waited for us to ask them to dance!  

Those of us who prefer Black women need to know that we have crucial responsibilities. 

We can get with them, but know that they are looking for attendance, strength, and integrity. I 

read recently that one sure thing has changed – women are deciding that they want more out of 

life. So maybe part of the "problem" is the changing nature of women and the lack of adjustment 

in men. Yet, blown up by pride and ego, we continue to misinterpret and fight her ubiquitous 

pressure as putdown and reason to stand away and stare hungrily.  

Fortunately, the beautiful sister in the Jaguar and I never hooked up with each other. I am 

convinced that one, or both of us, would have gotten hurt if we had. The opportunity passed as if 

by Divine design. These experiences repeat themselves until we get to that inevitable decisive 

moment where we try to go on as best we can or find freedom through self-examination – 

determined to make a change. Surprisingly, we learn to respect, embrace, represent, and attract 

beauty that we can now share with potential women friends and mates.  


